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ABSTRACT

This general review of design Issues In heat
transfer and mechanical Interactions of the first
wall, blanket and shield systems of tokamak and mirror
fusion reactors begins with a brief Introduction to
fusion nuclear systems. The design Issues are
summarized In tables and the following examples are
described to Illustrate these concerns: the surface
heating of llmlters, heat transfer from solid
breeders, MHD effects In liquid metal blankets,
mechanical loads from electromagnetic transients and
remote maintenance.

analyses for specific components may be found In
topical conferences on fusion technology. (15-17)

BASIC ELEMENTS IN FUSION TECHNOLOGY

Together the first wall, blanket and shield
provide a nuclear envelope that Isolates the fusion
plasma and the energetic particles produced by the
plasma from the rest of the fusion reactor. Figure 1
Illustrates these components In a magnetically-
confined fusion reactor based on the reaction of
deuterium and tritium (D-T).

INTRODUCTION

Current fusion devices advance our understanding
of plasma physics but we have not yet progressed
sufficiently to confine a D-T fusion plasma for the
long burn times anticipated In commercial fusion
reactors. The sustained heat and particle fluxes from
a burning D-T plasma, Intense neutron radiation, need
for self-sufficient breeding of tritium (fuel) as well
as the production of electrical power are features of
advanced fusion reactors that present new and
challenging design requirements.

Major design studies of fusion reactors have
provided much of our collective Insight Into the
progress In supporting technologies that will be
needed to realize the goal of commercial fusion
power. The examples of components and engineering
Issues In this paper draw extensively upon the
following design studies: STARFIRE (1,2), MARS (3-5),
DEMO (6,7), FED/INTOR (8,9) and BCSS (10,11) (Blanket
Comparison and Selection Study).

For readers seeking wore detail, two excellent
general review articles (12,13) are recommended. The
evolution of design concepts, engineering Issues and
research programs related to first wall, blanket and
shield components have also been recently reviewed.
(14) More design specific Information such as design
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Figure 1. Funcdon8 and environment of the first
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D + T • *Ke (3.5 MeV) + n (14.1 MeV) (1)

First wall components will directly face the
plaana and be subjected to a severe environment
Including lntenae electromagnetic radiation and
boabardaent by high energy neutron* and by energetic
particles from the plasma. The primary function of
the first wall In to Maintain the physical boundary
that defines the plains chamber without adversely
affecting the plasma by Introducing Impurities.

Rejection of the Intense surface heat lodds Is an
Important requirement In tokamaks, particularly for
specialized first wall components, auch as llnlters,
amor and dlvertor plates, designed to protect the
first wall by preferentially Intercepting plasma
particlea. (Mirror devlcea have such lower first wall
heating.) In a fusion reactor that produces 3000 HW
of power from the DT fusion reaction, the first wall
components will receive about 600 MW as surface heat.

In Host conceptual designs for power-producing
fusion reactors, process heat Is extracted fron both
the first wall and the blanket. Therefore, the
coolant(s) for these components must reach tempera-
tures useful for power production. About 320*C lu
generally held to be a lower bound for supply to steam
cycles.

The blanker, has two functions, collecting heat
'and producing tritium to fuel the reactor, and must
also provide for their extraction from the blanket.
Heat generation In the blanket Is dominated by the
nuclear reection through which 6Li transmutes Into
tritium and helium.

fiLi + n • T + *He

7 U + n + T + 4He + n

(+4.8 MeV) (2)

(-2.5 MeV) (3)

Both solid and liquid lithium-bearing materials
have been utilized In reactor design. Solid breeders
are ceramics such as li,O, LtALOj and LlgAlOg. The
liquid metals Li and 17Ll-83Pb are prime candidates
for llthlum-metal blankets. Because of neutron multi-
plication by the lead, the seemingly small fraction of
lithlun in 17Ll-83Pb produces sufficient tritium when
enriched in 6L1, which hut. a larger cross section than

The shield provides biological protection for
personnel and reduces radiation and nuclear heating to
levels acceptable for the operation of sensitive
components such as superconducting magnets. Some of
the primary shielding In most reactor designs is
readily moi'eable to permit remote maintenance,
assembly and repair.

Our projections of "commercial fusion technology"
are embodied in designs such as STARFIRE and MARS
(Mirror Advanced Reactor Study); these are the most
comprehensive design studies to date respectively for
tokamak and tandera nlrror reactors. Figures 2 and 3
show representative configurations for the "donut-
shaped" tokamak and the linear-type t.indem nlrror
reactor. Table 1 gives some parameters from these
designs and from DEMO, a "next generation" tokamak
that would precede a commercial reactor.
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Figure 2. STARFIRE - A concept for a commercial tokamak power reactor prepared In major design study in
1979-1980. Cutaway view shows principal components. First wall and blanket components are shown In more
detail later in Figure 7.



TABLE 1. PARAMETERS FOR STARFIRE, DEMO

STARFIRE

3510

~ 4000 *

3.6

0.9

or 1.14

et (HW) 3866

200

Be/SS

Be/Cu or V d

ZrjPbj (or Be)

LiA102 (901
 5Li)

SS

H,0

AND MARS

DEMO

1069

~ 1300 b

2.1

0.25

1.26

1176

1S1

Be/SS

Be/Cu or V d

None

Li2O (natural)

SS

H-0

MARS (final)

2600

~ 3100 c

4.3

0.06

1.36

2820 c

573 c

m-i
V/Cu d

None (Fb in Ll-Pb)

17U83Pb (90Z 6Li)

HT-9

17U83Pb (90X 6L1)

Fusion power (MW)

The mil power (MW)

Neutron wall load (MW/m2)

Fine wall heat load (HW/a2)

Blanket power multiplication factor

Thermal power In first wall/blanket (HW)

Power to llnlter/end dump (HW)

First wall material

Llnlter/end dump material

Neutron Multiplier

Breeding material

Blanket structure

Blanket coolant

* Includes 200 MW of low grade power from the limlter which is used as feedwater heating.

Power from limlter is not used in the energy conversion cycle.

c Blanket power Includes 730 MW from reflector. Thermal power also Includes 281 MW of thermal power from

plasma end dump. 292 MW from direct conversion is not Included.

Vanadium here includes vanadium base alloys such as V-15Cr-5Tl.
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Figure 3. MARS - A concept for a commercial tandem mirror reactor prepared in the Mirror Advanced Reactor
Study (MARS) in 1982-83. Cutaway (hows principal components of the end portion of the reactor. Only three
of the 84 nodules In the central cell are shown. Details of module are shown later in Figure 8.



HEAT TRANSFER ISSUES

The primary source of heat In • DT fusion reactor
1* the fusion reaction which releases 801 of the
fusion power as 14.1 HeV neutrons and the remainder as
3.5 HeV alpha particles. Additional sources of sen-
sible heat are the energy Multiplication In the blan-
ket from the transmutation of 'LI and power supplied
Co the plaana by RF systems or neutral beans. Figure
4 shows Che power cycle for DEMO.

Figure 4. Power flow diagram for Che DEMO reacCor.
Transmutations In blanket add to fusion power (1069)
HW to produce 1138 HW of primary thermal power.

Heat Is transferred to the reactor components In
the following ways. The energetic alpha particles
born In Che plasma are Ions and tend to be confined by
the magnetic field and to exchange energy with the
plasma particles. This "alpha power" plus power
supplied to the plasma by RF or neutral beams reaches
various parts of the vacuum vessel either through
bombardment by particles or by (electromagnetic)
radiation, primarily from Impurities.

The energetic neutrons penetrate the first wall
and are absorbed priaarlly by the blanket.
Significant nuclear heating also occurs In the first
wall and Its superstructure such as a limlter, armor
or divertor.

Table 2 lisCs various design Issues associated
with heat transfer In fusion nuclear systems. Several
examples from this list are described below beginning
with those components that interact directly with the
plasms.

Limlters

In tokamak reactors, the Imperfect magnetic
confinement allows particles from the plasma to escape
radially outward. A llmiter or divertor forms a
partial aperture that defines the edge of the plasma
and serves the dual functions of protecting the first
wall and of controlling Impurities. Figure S shows a
section of the limlter from the DEMO design. The
curved shape follows the edge of the plasma and
spreads out the intense heat load on the surface of
the limlter. Vacuum pumping ports connected to the
limlter (or divertor) collect neucrsl particles.

The limiter and the collector plate for a
divertor are specialized heat sinks. Host reactor

designs do not attempt to recover this power for the
primary cycle because Che Implied requirement for a
coolant at high pressures and high temperatures would
further compound design objectives that are already
difficult.

The constraints on selection of materials are
also severe. Radiation losses that would sap energy
from the plasma tend to Increase with atomic number.
Only very light elements ("low Z") will be fully
ionized In Che p'.asma. The practical choices for
plasma-side structural materials in an advanced reac-
tor appear at this time to be limited to beryllium or
grsphtte unless the edge temperature of the plasma can
be kept quite low (<50 eV) so that low-sputtering
refractories (e.g. U) could be used.

Designs for limlters, armor and first walls In
tokamaks have typically utilized a composite structure
with low-Z tiles or cladding on a structural sub-
strate. An extensive Investigation of the design
options and constraints on plasma-side materials was
performed for INTOR (International Tokamak Reactor)
(18,19), a design study with international collabor-
ation.

Severn neutron radiation and loss of material
through erosion are additional considerations for
plasma-side materials in Cokamaks. For losses due to
erosion, allowances In Increased thickness of plasma-
side materials of up to 1 en are used in current
design studies. Steady-state erosion (and redeposl-
Clon) Is anticipated from sputtering by neutrals and
Ions from the plasma. Vaporization and melting can

IMMTIft K M ! MOHIMT

Figure 5. Limiter - Position of the liralter (for the
DEMO design) is shown In elevation view. Modular
design permits removal for remote maintenance.



Table 2. SudMt? o( Neat Transfer le*u«s In Juelon Huclesr Syateaa

CoBpoiMnt/Critisal Feature Kajov Conetreir.te OtMt Factor? Typical Power Dapoaltlon

A. Heat Sinks/Superstructure

U s U a r
conblnad htat load and

particle Flux
1. chlcVneee (aroalon by plnoae) PHI*. N*. V*,
2. low reflux of lapt^iclw (low Z or FHI. H, V, M

cool plaaaa adpi;
3. Integrity of coapoeltaa/tieddlng

I 4-13 HW/f2 peak 1CSS**
I 2.4 HU/a2 P«ik DEHO. 1NT"R

Collector (Divartor)
combined haat load and

particle flux

Direct Convertor Una
combined haat load and

particle (lux

thickness (aTO*ion by $l*tma)
integrity of coapo«!t««/clad(Hnf

PHI, V

thfeknets (blistering, exfoliation) PHI, V
high voltage atandoff
Integrity of coapoeltea/claddt'ig

3-5 HW/»2 peak

7.6 HU/B 2 peak HAKS

coablnao haat lo*d and
parclclc flux

I. Flrit Will

Uatar Coolant
heat .v*na£«r

ld-s'tal Coolant
aurfac* haat tranafar

1. ehlcknait (erosion by plaana)
2. low raflux of lapuritlaa (low Z or

cool plaaiBP cdc«)
3. •etho4 of attachment

thic!wi««i (ptiMu
tuba rallal>tlicy

1, liquid H C I I MID >r(«'.ti
2. te%p*iatur* Halt (corroalon*

PHI, H, V. N

HU, H, V, H .5.1 KW/a2 (tokaaak) BCSS
.25 KW/a2 (tokaaak) DEMO
,06 KU/a2 (alrror) KARS

H a H I M Coolant
turfacc haat tranefac

Multiplier
bulk haat raaoval

D. Blanket

1. thickness (pressure)
2. high Ceaperstur* coolant
3. votd v»l«tiw

1. resourcsa
2. jolnlnf/Cabrlcatlon
3. aavara Fsdlation daaajc (ductility)
«, helii« production and leleate

H, V, K 29 U/ca3 peaV STU.FIU

Solid Br««dc;a - aonalltli
Interface heat transfer

Solid trecden - aphare-pac
affacclva conductivity

Intarfaca haat transfer

Liquid Hatal Blankata
InCarnal heat transfer

Holtcn Salt Coolant
stability

1. tanper^tura range tor breeder
2. cootroi of breeder/coolant-tuba contact

N, V, M

1. temperature ^nnga for breeder

1. temperature range for breeder

1. liquid aetal HUD affects
2. corrosion

1. peak tcaparature
2. KHD Induced breakdown

N, V, M

N, V, K

N» V, M

40-85 v/ca3 peak 1.1*10, STAKPIU
35 V/ca3 peak SS STAHriM
170 W/ca3 peak UA10, BCSS
13.4 U/ca3 peak L1A10,

/ 50 V/ca3 neak In SS BCSS
11.5 V/ca3 peak in HT-9 DEHO

I 20 U/ca3 peak in V BCSS
| 26 U/ca3 peak in Li BCSS
22.2 V/ca2 peak In l7Li-83Pb DEHO

I 36 W/ca-1 peak In 17Ll-83Pb HARS

1. l«rge voluae K, V, N

other factors
PHI — plaaaa aaterlala interaction, e.g.

sputtering; and vaporization fro«
dliruptlons

N — neutron radiation, specifically
activation and aavara radiation daaaga
in structural aaterlals

V — vacuua. Including both plaaaa aide
vacuua and integrity of boundary with
reactor environment

K — aagnetlc field

** Typical paraaaf.er valuea war* taken froa the follovlng dealgn atudlet.
Many paraaecera acale vlth naueron uall loadlnf (power denalty).

Design Source Average Keutron Vail Load

•CSS — llanktt Coaparlaon and Selection Sr.udy (198;) S HV/a2

MAIS — Mirror Advanced Mactor Study (1913) * . J Ml/ml
DEHO — Daaonatratlon Tokaaak laactor (1982) 2.1 HU/a2

INTOI — International Tokaaak Reactor (1982) 1.3 KU/a:

STAXFIU — A Coaaerclal Tokaaak Fualon Power rlent Study (1980) 3.6 HU/a2



result from plasma disruption!. (Plain* disruptions
are unique to toroidal devices and Involve gross
•otion of the plasma after loss of confinement.)

Although the basic physical principles are
understood we do not yet have the ability to predicate
local erosion rates with Mich accuracy. During
steady-state operation the distributions of energy for
the Impinging particles, the amount of redeposltlon
and the Integrity of the redeposlted material are
poorly characterized variables. For disruptions, the
time period of the disruption and the degree of
localization of the energy deposition are not well
known. In a parametric analysis on disruptions for
INTOR, energy densities of 270-1070 J/c«2 (on the
llmiter) and times of 20 ms and 5 us were used In the
case where the llmiter receives most of the heat
load. In the case labeled "reasonable expectation"
these energy densities were reduced by SOX.

The heat loads from plasma disruptions will
vaporize material and cause surface melting and the
decay of the large current (severr.l aeganps) In the
plasma gives rise to eddy currents in the structure.
The motion of a melted layer of material subjected to
currents in the presence of a magnetic field during
the short tine of a disruption represents another
uncertainty In the allowance for loss of plasma-side
materials.

Direct Converters

In mirror devices, there is no equivalent to the
llniter located in the central cell. The effective
radial confinement Is much greater than In tokamaks
and the thermal load on the first wall is expected to
be much lower In mirrors than tokanaks. However,
particles tend to escape confinement by leaking out
the ends of the central cell. The end losses are
deemed large enough in current designs (e.g. MARS) to
necessitate the use of direct convertors to tap this
source of otherwise lost power.

The direct convertor grids are the primary
targets for bombardment by energetic Ions from the
plasma. The heat loads are higher though roughly
similar to those for limiters. The energies of the
bombarding Ions are fairly high (~50-950 IceV plus some
prompt alphas at ~3.5 MeV) because of the nature of
the magnetic and electrostatic barriers at the ends of
the central cell chat help contain the plasma. At
high energies the ions tend to penetrate and
sputtering losses are low but there Is concern about
subsurface damage and the possibility of spallatlon.

The direct convertors are located far from the
central cell so neutron radiation damage is not a
problem as it is for limiters (In tokaraaks) and
extracting the thermal power from the direct convertor
with high pressure water coolant as well as collecting
the electrical current of the ions has been suggested.

In the MARS design, 292 HU of electrical power is
recovered directly in the direct convertors and 96 MW
of electrical power is recovered from the 281 MH of
thermal energy carried by the Ions and electrons.
High pressure water is used as a coolant. The total
electrical, power of 388 MW recovered from the direct
convertor is 14Z of the gross electrical power of 1500
HU.

The characterization of the plasma edge and Its
interactions with materials is the mission of the
Plasma Materials Interaction Task In the Fusion
Reactor Materials Program. Experimental development

of plasma-side materials and prototype components Is
carried out under the High Heat ?lux Components
Development Program. These and other experimental
programs mentioned later are funded through the
Development and Technology Division of the U.S. DOE
Office of Fusion Energy.

Blankets - Solid Breeders

The blanket collects most of the heat In the
reactor. The possibilities for blanket concepts are
numerous but can generally be classified with the
following two elements: a) solid or liquid breeder
and b) static or circulated breeder. The STARFIRE
blanket (Figure 6) and the lithium-lead blanket used
In MARS (Figure 7) are respective examples of a static
solid breeder and a circulating llquld-metal
breeder. Designs with static (or slowly circulated)
liquid metal cooled by molten salt have also been
proposed as have solid breeder designs where the
breeder is circulated In a fluldlzed bed.

A succession of design studies has clarified the
technological issues for many blanket concepts as well
as for other components. Until recently there has
been little consistency In the treatment of design
Issues from one .study to the next because the levels
of effort In these studies has varied considerably and
each study focused on a single or perhaps two blanket
concepts. During 1983-84 a systematic and compre-
hensive comparison of candidate blanket systems fo-
fusion resctors, the Blanket Comparison and Selection
Study (BCSS), analyzed many blanket designs and
Identified the more promising candidates. A sig-
nificant but not unexpected result was the discovery
of potentially problematic engineering Issues for all
design concepts.

For solid breeder blankets the primary Issue In
heat transfer is the uncertainty in the heat transfer
coefficient at the Interface between the breeder and
the coolant pipe or breeder cladding.

The temperature at each point In the solid
breeder will Increase or decrease directly with any
incremental change In the temperature difference
across the interface between the breeder and coolant
pipe. A typical value for the heat flux Is 65 W/cm2

and estimated heat transfer coefficients are In the
range of 0.S-1 W/cra'C so temperature differentials
across the gap of roughly 100°C are anticipated.

The heat transfer coefficient is a critical
parameter because there Is a temperature window for
acceptable performance of solid breeders. For
example, the respective guidelines for Li,0 and LIAIO9
adopted in the BCSS are 410-800°C and 350-1000°C.

Control of the peak temperature of the breeder Is
Important for maintaining long-term stability against
closing of porosity by grain growth or mass trans-
fer. Designs for solid breeders have some form of
controlled porosity to facilitate migration of tritium
to the purge flow system where It is transported for
recovery.

There is usually also a low temperature limit set
by the desirability to maintain the Inventory of
trltltn in the blanket below some set level (e.g., 10
kg) and, in the case of l^O, to avoid possible forma-
tion of (corrosive) LiOH. The tritium Inventory in
solid breeders arises because even with negligible
solubility a concentration gradient is needed to force
tritium to diffuse out of the solid breeder to the
purge stream. The "diffusive Inventory" of tritium in
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solid breeders varies strongly with temperature. For
a drop In the minimum temperature of L1A1O, from 450*C
to 400'C the Inventory In a STARFIRE-type blanket
would increase by a factor of six.*

For the STARFIRE blanket, the current concensus
among designers has been that the "as-assembled"
contact between the breeder and the coolant tubes
would probably not provide well controlled heat
transfer. there has also been concern about the
reliability of the single-walled tube design. A
recently suggested solution is double-walled tubes and
"sphere-pac" form for the solid breeder.

Sphere-pac is a mix of spherical particles of
three sizes that gives fairly dense packing and good
thermoiaechanlcal performance and has proven successful
in the fission Industry. A typical mixture of
particle sizes for sphere-pac in (fission) fuel is 58%
with 1200 raicron diameter, 20Z with 300 micron
diameter and 22Z with 40 micron diameter. The
expected packing density based on experience with
fabrication of sphere-pac fuel In the fission Industry
Is 85-882. Sphere-pac for fusion blankets offers the
following potential benefits: ease of blanket assem-
bly; all void volume as Interconnected porosity for
tritium migration; adequate he; ; transfer; and capa-
bility to accommodate swelling and mechanical loads.

*Based on data generated for the BCSS (11).

In another design approach, helium Is used as the
coolant with the breeder clad in plate-like cans. The
high pressure of the helium coolant forces the
cladding tight against the breeder to control and to
improve heat transfer.

Blankets-Liquid Metal

In self-cooled liquid metal blankets, the liquid
metal serves as both the breeder and. the coolant.
This arrangement simplifies many considerations
regarding both materials and design since the blanket
requires only structure plus the breeder-coolant.
Liquid metals have good heat transfer characteristics
with high thermal conductivities and heat capaci-
ties. The design constraints are driven primarily by
magneto-hydrodynamlc (HHD) effects on flow that
Beverly restrict cooling of the first wall.

The Blanket Comparison and Selection Study (BCSS)
has highlighted two Important problems related to HHD
effects. The first problem is the suppression of
turbulence which drastically reduces heat transfer
from the first wall. In the presence of a strong
magnetic field perpendicular to the flow of liquid
metal, as in a fusion reactor, the flow is lamellar
and the flow elements adjacent to the first wall will
remain adjacent to the first wall and be heated along
its length. For the assumption of slug flow, the heat
penetration Into the liquid metal during its passage



•long the flrnt wall it basically the imae •• a solid
metal he«t«d fro* one surface for the sane time
interval. The engineering problea la that flow rates
consistent with bulk heat removal for the blanket nay
produc* excesslv* teitperaturca at the flrat wall.

The second problea Is the tradeoff between stress
Units In the blanket structure and temperature Units
based on allowance! for corrosion. Coolant pressure
and stress generally Increase In proportion to the
coolant flow rate. Although corrosion generally
Increases with flow rate, the corrosion rates are ouch
more sensitive to the temperature of the structural
material which decreases with Increasing flow rate.

The competing deign requirements for limits on
temperature and stress present the following dilemma.
Structural temperatures could be reduced by Increasing
the flow rates but the higher velocities would also
Increase the pressure drop due to MHD effects.
Increasing the thickness of the structure to reduce
this stress is an ineffective solution because the
Increased electrical conductance of the thicker
structure exatcerbates the HHD problem. (Also the
neutronlc performance is degraded by a thicker
structure.)

The higher fields and longer flow lengths for the
Inboard portions of blankets In tokamaks make design
requirements for flowing liquid metal blankets
significantly more difficult than for mirror
reactors. The staple flow-through style of the MARS
blanket (Figure 7) cannot be directly adapted for
tokamaks.

A nort complicated flow path that combines fast
flow in small first wall passages parallel to the
toroidal magnetic field with lower flow rates in most
of the thickness of the blanket was developed in the
BCSS aa one potential solution for a tokamak liquid
metal blanket. Figure 8 shows this design.

A major obstacle to further design development is
lack of data. The analyses to date are based on
correlations that may not accurately model flow In the
regiae of high magnetic interaction parameters of 103-
10' appropriate for fusion. (The magnetic Interaction
parameter is equal Co the Hartmann number squared
divided by Reynold's number and is the ratio of
magnetic to inertlal forces.) Data with any relevance
is very scarce and United to interaction parameters
in the range of 13-90. In 1984 the Blanket Technology
Program began an analytical and experimental task to
supply needed data on liquid metal HHD behavior at
high interaction parameters.

MECHANICAL INTERACTIONS

The sources for various steady-state and
transient mechanical loads in fusion nuclear systems
are summarized In Table 3. Thermal and hydraulic
stresses and radiation damage are Important factors
for plasma-interactive components and for the blan-
ket. Two other important considerations that have
significant Impact on mechanical interactions are (1)
the need for remote disassembly, reassembly and repair
of fusion nuclear systems and '*>) responses of the
structure to electromcrneclc transients. Both affec'.
nechanlcal Interactions through their global effects
on reactor design. In addition, the eddy currents
produced In electromagnetic transients, for example
plasna disruptions in tokemaks of the rapid loss of
plasma in mirrors, are direct sources of significant
body forces on components.

Figure S. Liquid meCal blanket for tokamak—the
combination of fast toroidal flow at the first wall
and slow pololdal flow (perpendicular to toroidal
field) permits more rapid coolant flow past first wall
while maintaining lower bulk velocity in the large
ducts to reduce M>'D pressure drop. The design was
developed In the Blanket Comparison and Selection
Study.

Remote Maintenance

Components in fusion reactors (first wall,
blanket, shield, etc.) will become activated either
directly from neutron radiation or Indirectly from
tritium or activated corrosion products transported by
the coolant. Consideration of remote maintenance and
repair shapes the general design philosophy as well as
the detailed designs of components. The range of
operations to be performed remotely is large, from the
lifting and transport of reactor segments weighing
perhaps hundreds of tons to the delicate and precise
work of coupling electrical leads or locating vacuum
leaks.

The different types of hardware, notably the
preponderance of electrical equipment and the somewhat
complicated configurations, make the requirements for
remote handling for fusion plants more vast than for
fission plants. One obvious difference is in the size
and weight of components. For example, the estimated
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weight -f one lector of Che blanket In STARFIRE Is 65
tons and the shield door ic 179 ton*. For handling
large conpoaeats the nost directly applicable tech-
nology froa the fission industry probably lies in fuel
reprocessing plants and in the old NIRVA (nuclear
rocket) program.

Design studies have been the forum for Improve-
ments steaming froa concerns about remote nalntenance
and particularly froa the need to provide access to
the blanket, first wall and components such an
Halters and armor that may be more subject to
damage. Examples of design decisions based on con-
cerns for remote maintenance are: the relocation of
the pololdal (usually resistive) colls outside the
toroidal (usually superconducting) colls, the reloca-
tion for major Joints of the vacuum boundary away from
the first wall and the segmentation and modularization
of fusion nucler components for removal between the
toroidal field colls. The modularization in STARFIRE
Is emphasized in Figure 2.

In mirrors the modularization in the central cell
can be accomplished either by removing the magnet and
blanket/shield segment as a unit, or by making smaller
solenoidal segments that could be removed between the
" U s . The latter approach was adopted for MARS. The
blanket modules shown in Figure 7 are designed for
axial translation to a nearby "service module" where
the blanket can be lifted out between the coils.
Twelve of the 84 modules In the MARS central cell are
the slightly wider service modules.

The llmiter design shown in Figure 5 also has a
modular style. The complete llmlter runs toroldally
around the mid-plane of the DEMO plasma chamber and is
composed of a eight modules that can be removed or
Inserted, reuch like drawers, into openings between the

toroidal field colls. The cantilevered structure
necessary for the llmlter configuration Is susceptible
to torques and care must be taken in the design to
minimize the radial components of eddy currents
produced during plasma dlsuptlons.

Among the many challenges In remote maintenance
for fusion are: (1) the mobilization and transport of
large, heavy sections weighing several hundred tons;
(2) routine Inspection of the plasma chamber for
damage; (3) replacement of minor elements such as
fasteners or individual armor tiles in the plasma
chamber; (4) location of leaks after their detection;
(5) coupling and uncoupling of large pipes; and (6)
breaking and sealing of an assortment of ports, many
of which are large and non-circular. Also, the
difficulty and expense Implied in making repairs to
components in the nuclear system of a fusion reactor
forces a high value on reliability.

As one example from this list, let us briefly
examine the number of ports that are associated with
the first wall, blanket and shield a'Stems for fusion
reactors. Table 4 shows estimates based on the
conceptual designs for the Fusion Engineering Device
(FED - a tokamak), STARFIRE and the Tandem Mirror
Reactor (TMR). The estimates are for dlsconnectable
Joint systems external to the vacuum vessel and
specifically for the first wall, blanket and shield
systems. The numbers are Incomplete and thus probably
underestimated. The large number of such joint
systems Is impressive. Manipulating even a small
fraction of these Joint systems during planned or
unplanned reactor outages has the obvious potential
impact of extremely long times and difficult If not
impossible tasks unless these systems are designed and
the hardware developed to Insure adequate remote
maintenance.



Table A.* FUSION REACTOR JOINT SYSTEMS

Number of Joint Syitena

Vacuun Coolant Other

138 376 208

228 404 246

? 688 554

FED (FEDC, 6/81)

STARFIRE (ANL.9/80)

TMR (LLNL, 9/79)

*Courteiy of HeDonnell-Douglaa Aacronautlc* Corp.

Electromagnetic Transients

In tokamaks, the segmentation of the flrit wall
and blanket and lta thick lnhonogeneous structure
brought a new class of problems In electromagnetic
analysis of field penetration, particularly for the
pololdal field colls. With plasma disruptions Intro-
duced as a plausible event In the operation of (.okamak
reactors, tjhe electroaagnetlc problem are exaocer-
bated by the possibilities of arcing between sectors
of first walls or limlters and body forces in these
conponents due t.o eddy currents. (Current Judgment
holds that although disruptions are undesirable, they
are likely, and the consequences are tolerable rather
than cato*trophic.)

One hurdle in the resolution of design Issues
concerning the tlectronagnetlc responses of conponents
Is the limitation of the design codes that deal with
tranatent electroaagnetlc behavior. The segmentation
and complex configurations of the components make 3-D
calculations desirable, but the existing codes have
not yet progressed to the sophistication of 3-D
treatments seen In fields like atres* analysis and
thermohydrsullc*. Another limitation has been Che
lack of experimental data to establish the limits for
2-D approximations of 3-D problems and for development
of 3-D codes. Some feeling for the nature of these
problems can be gained by reviewing some experimental
results on magnetic damping from an electromagnetic
test stand, FELIX, recently constructed at Argonne
National Laboratory.

Researchers at the Princeton Plasma Physics
Laboratory (PPPL) discovered the beneficial effects of
"magnetic damping" in reducing the deflections of
components and Included this effect in their design
calculations for the limlters for the Tokamak Fusion
Test Reactor now In operation at PPPL. The particular
conditions of Interest for "magnetic damping" occur
when a component, such as a llnlter blade, deflects
and the deflection causes a conducting surface to
Intercept additional toroidal flux. This flux change
produces eddy currents and a related force that
opposes further notion, i.e., a restoring force (see
Figure 9). The effect is greatest when the surface is
Initially parallel to the field lines (e.g., a llmlter
blade).

The phenomenon of magnetic damping was Investi-
gated experimentally during 1984 in tests where the
eddy currents were Introduced into a flat plate by
pulsing a (dlpole) magnetic field orthogonal to the
plate (and to the background field.) Some results are
shown in Figure 10. The angle of rotation about the
axis (y) through the middle of the plate and the
integrated current density in the plate were continu-
ously monitored during the test. The accompanying
figures show the time dependence of the total current
J and the angle of rotation 6.

tddy currant

Figure 9. Rotation of the plate out of parallel to
magnetic field B produces eddy currents and a
resulting torque that opposes the rotation.

• ( M l
•CM i

CH5

jr. . tisa

Figure 10. Three runs from tests on magnetic damping.
Current (sol id l ine) and angle of plate (dotted l ine)
versus time a l l shown (top to bottom) for fields of
0.2, 0.4 and 0.8 tes la . Total time across frame Is
400 milliseconds. Spi'.-.e at bottom shows decay of
orthogonal field that produced in i t i a l eddy currents
in plate.
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In the top curve, «:he ft«ld B. of 0.2 teal* (T) 6.
or 2009 g»us<? la relatively low. The current profile
is reaJlly recognizable as the sum of the Initial
current (from the dipole field pulse) that dies out 7.
exponentially plus a amaller periodically varying
currant from the notion of the plate.

In the bottoiH curves there Is heavy damping. The 8.
initial cur-̂ .it profile la atrongly Influenced by the
notion of the plate and at the peak In angle 9 the 9.
current has been reduced to near zero by the ed-ty
currents that were generated by the motion of the 10.
plate. Aftir the first large deflection, subsequent
notion Is severly restricted. The tiae-averaged
behavior la one of the spring slowly returning the
plate to the horizontal position against the damping H-
force.

The Initial torque on W e plate is four times
greater at 0.8 T than at 0.2 T but Che maximum
deflection is lesa than iOX greater. The amount of 12.
energy dissipated by the system through I2R heating Is
about htlf that at the lower field. The additional 13.
energy present In the systea (that does not appear aa
I2R heating In the plate at higher fields) Is
exchanged with the dlpole and solenoldal fields 14.
through the mutual Inductance of the plate with these
fields. This exchange Is the key factor that limits
the mechanical energy available for deformation of 15.
components.

CONCLUDING REMARKS
16.

The development of fusion has overcome many
obstacles and proof of the scientific feasibility of
fusion as a source of harnessable power is tantaliz-
tngly near at hand. The next major challenge in
developing fusion aa a practical energy source Is a
demonstration of "engineering feasibility." Basically 17.
this will involve the development and Integration of
many technologies, and most likely will Include large
superconducting magnets, RF power Injection, tritium 18.
processing, etc. Resolutions in design concepts and
in the Issues tn heat transfer and mechanical Inter-
actions presented here will of necessity be forthcom- 19.
ing, although for the near tern the pace of technology
development In the national program la slowing.

The engineering disciplines to achieve the needed
progress in fusion technology are not new. However
'.ne configurations and requirements for materials In
fusion reactors make the applications of these
technologies unique.
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